Abstract. We consider the structure and cohomology of K(n) BP as a K(n) K(n)-comodule algebra, recovering some recent results of Hovey & Sadofsky. We apply these to determine the Chromatic Spectral Sequence for BP based on Johnson and Wilson's E(n). We relate this to generalizations of the classical Hattori{Stong Theorem and determine the change of Hopf algebroid spectral sequence associated to the natural map BP ?! E(n), extending calculations of Clarke for the Todd orientation MU ?! KU.
Introduction
In an interesting paper 4], Hovey and Sadofsky showed amongst other things that the Chromatic Spectral Sequence associated to a p-local v n -periodic ring spectrum such as Johnson and Wilson's E(n) is obtained by taking the rst columns of the Chromatic Spectral Sequence associated with BP-theory. They also identi ed K(n) BP as a polynomial comodule algebra over the Hopf algebroid K(n) K(n) = K(n) (E(n)). In 2], we also analysed the structure of algebras of the form R K(n) = R BP BP K(n); where R is a BP -algebra such as BP or E(n) , and used our results to give a more explicit approach to some of their results. In this paper we explore some consequences of our knowledge of the Chromatic Spectral Sequence for
Ext ; E(n) E(n) (E(n) ; E(n) BP);
and compute this completely, relating the result to a change of Hopf algebroid spectral sequence E s;t; 2 = Ext r;
1. Review of some results of Hovey and Sadofsky Theorem 1.1. There is an isomorphism of left K(n) K(n)-comodule algebras K(n) BP = K(n) E(n) w i : i > 1]; where w i 2 K(n) 2p n (p i ?1) BP and is primitive with respect to the coaction. K(n) BP is an extended K(n) K(n)-comodule, so for s > 0, Ext s; The E 1 -term of the analogous Chromatic Spectral Sequence CSS(X; E(n)) based on E(n) and converging to Ext ; E(n) E(n) (E(n) ; E(n) X) is shown in 4, 2] to be given by
and the di erentials agree up to the (n ? 1)-st column E (n?1);t; 1 (X; E(n)). For X = BP, Corollary 1.2 shows that d 1 is the only possible non-zero di erential in each of the spectral sequences CSS(BP ; E(n)) and CSS(BP ; BP).
2. The cohomology of K(n) BP as a comodule algebra Our aim in this section is to recover the results of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 using our work in 2] and 1]. We hope our approach is of interest even though the results are not original.
From now on, let R be an algebra over F p n BP which is annihilated by I n and in which there is a unit u satisfying v n = u p n ?1 . We can form the R -algebra R K(n) = R BP BP BP BP K(n) :
From 2] Theorem A.3 we have Theorem 2.1. R K(n) is a free R -module. Moreover, there is an exhaustive ltration by
in which each extension R K(n) (k) ?! R K(n) (k+1) is a free R K(n) (k) -module and a Galois extension of Artin{Schreier type with Galois group F p n .
There is an action of the Morava stabiliser group S n on R K(n) with respect to which R K(n) (k) = R K(n) S k] n ;
the xed point set of the closed subgroup We will demonstrate two immediate consequences of this result. Our rst result is cohomological and allows us to calculate the continuous cohomology of BP K(n) with respect to with action of S n . Because the continuous cohomology is equivalent to the cohomology over the Hopf algebroid K(n) K(n), this method gives an alternative approach to its calculation, independent of the more explicit Theorem 2.5 from which it also follows. For further details on the rôle of the continuous cohomology of S n see 1].
Theorem 2.2. The continuous cohomology of R K(n) with respect to S n is given by H s c (S n ; R K(n)) = 
Corollary 2.3.
Proof. The general relationship between the action of S n and the K(n) K(n)-comodule structure is described in 1]. Here the action is proper in the sense that the stabilizer of each point is an open subgroup. This allows us to apply the cohomological machinery of 7] to such actions.
A complication comes from the fact that we are forced to extend v ?1 n BP =I n to R by tensoring with F p n the adjoining a (p n ? 1)-th root of v n . This is a Galois extension whose Galois group ? n is identi ed with F p n o Z=n. Furthermore,
All of this is straightforward given the well understood identi cation of S n with the group of strict units in the maximal order O n of a certain p-adic division algebra D n . In fact there is a proper action on R K(n) of a semi-direct product extension of S n , O n o Z=n, where the full group of units O n can itself be viewed as an extension 1 ! S n ?! O n ?! F p n ! 1: 
Notice that for j > n, v j v ?1 n 2 K(n) 2p n (p j?n ?1) R.
There is an evident action of the group ? n = F p n o Z=n on the ring K(n) R restricting to one on R . The subrings of invariants under these actions are (K(n) R) ?n = K(n) BP; R ?n = v ?1 n BP =I n :
The result easily follows from these observations. 
This proves the theorem since
is an additive summand. If the stated result is correct for n < m, then for n = m the E 1 -term is the complex 0 ! p ?1 BP One analogue for E(n) BP is that the E(n)-theory Hurewicz map BP ?! E(n) BP is indivisible; this follows from knowledge of the spectral sequence CSS(BP ; E(n)). The following result is a consequence of coassociativity.
As a consequence we have with r j > 1 are non-vanishing in nite cycles, corresponding to non-trivial elements of Cotor n; E(n) E(n) (E(n) ; E(n) ):
The general picture is that there is an exact sequence of form where the ltration groups F k; ; t into short exact sequences of the form 0 ! F 0;s; ?! F n;s; ?! Cotor s; E(n) E(n) (E(n) ; E(n) ) ! 0:
